Tenorshare Updates iPhone Care Pro
with Invaluable iOS Repair and Backup
Function
NEW YORK, N.Y., March 12, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tenorshare has updated
iPhone Care Pro V2.1.0.1 with a new intuitive design, providing an all-around
and risk-free iOS management and repair solution.
The new version of iPhone Care Pro repairs iOS system issues, deletes
unwanted files, filters out annoying ads, and optimizes your ongoing
performance.
Just as one of our customers commented “It’s the very first tool I’ve seen
with so many features, enough to care for any iPhone problems that I’ve ever
met.” The pioneering technology, user-friendly UI design, and all-in-one iOS
solution make this software a must-have tool.
Key features added in Version 2.0.0.0:
Has your iPhone slowed down or frozen; or have you had trouble restoring it
from a backup? iPhone Care Pro can repair an iOS device when an iPhone, iPad,
or iPod is stuck in recovery mode, freezes when updating, or when the iOS
device performs abnormally. It will not cause any data loss while repairing
the operating system of your iOS device.
Five more features of Tenorshare iPhone Care Pro 2.1.0.1:
1. Free Transfer: manage 8 types of files (Contacts, Note, Calendar, App,
Music, Video, Bookmark, and Photo) providing adding, deleting, or exporting
options.
2. Free Cleanup: clean junk files and speed up device. With two clean modes
supported, it allows you to quickly detect and remove temp, cache, cookie,
off-line and many other kinds of junk files to reclaim storage space with a
few clicks.
3. Back up or restore data by iPhone Care Pro. What distinguishes this
solution from iTunes is that iPhone Care Pro keeps all the backups wellorganized, so that you can restore your device to any appointed backup point.
4. Scan and remove annoying Ads in iOS apps with one click.
5. Fix various stuck problems caused by iOS upgrade or overheat.
6. Being able to create an iPhone/iPad/iPod backup while bypassing iTunes.
About Tenorshare:
Founded in 2007, Tenorshare is the world’s top company specializing in iOS
optimizing and data recovery. Their iPhone Care Pro is the first iOS tool in
the world that integrates system optimization, storage reclaim, files
managing, backup and operating system repairing for iOS devices.
Tenorshare provides Windows and Mac based software, including data recovery,
PDF tools, video converter, system repair, system optimization, and more. For
more information, visit: http://www.tenorshare.com/.

Twitter: @Tenorshare
* VIDEO: https://youtu.be/suNFLU9fOT4.
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